IUT MAV2013, Part II: Flight test results
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ABSTRACT
As the final stage, the IUT MAV2013 was tested in flight. The main goal of was to assess the
manoeuvrability of the MAV through some flight tests programmes. For tracking this goal and
showing efficiency of the procedure a control system was installed on MAV and data of flight
was collected. The main purpose of using a control system during the flight is to stabilize the
aircraft after being disturbed from its wing-level equilibrium flight attitude. In this study by
using a Gyro sensor and the control circuit, the longitudinal angle of MAV has been measured.
The main reason of measuring the longitudinal angle is to find out the efficiency of the proposed
cycle. The Gyro sensor has been normally placed on the wing with the Angle of 4 degrees and
this angle has been considered as the Level Angle. Sensors data has been saved every 0.5 second
and plotted for each Flight test. Flight tests include hand lunch, increasing altitude, cruse flying
and landing.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The first flight was performed by Wright brothers in 1903 [1]. Corming [2] explained conceptual
design of ultrasound and infrasound passenger air vehicles. The order he used in his air vehicle
design was considered as one of the first design documents. Having introduced the amphibious
air vehicles, Wood clarified their basics which were the preliminary discussion in this field [3].
Stinton [4] described the basics of airscrews and their condition. Nikolai [5] introduced mass
estimation in conceptual design of air combats and ultrasound air vehicles. He is one of the
introducers of the economic effects on the air vehicle design. Roskam [6] suggested a new design
procedure in which various variables including aerodynamic, foil, flight dynamic and run force
were considered separately. Whittford [7] analyzed the different design procedures of air
combats. He evaluated effective variables in air combat performance from the First World War.
Torenbeek [8] investigated the experimental relations of design and suggested a method to
calculate the air vehicle mass. Raymer [9] proposed a method to increase the air vehicle
maneuverability and decrease the drag force in ultrasound flight using the computational fluid
dynamic and finite elements. Anderson [10] evaluated the relations between the air vehicles
design and their performance Anderson [10] evaluated the relations between the air vehicles
design and their performance.

2. CONSTRAINT ANALYSIS FOR MAV
Forces on a flying MAV including lift, drag, thrust and weight. In this MAV drag and thrust
forces are in same lines, with the opposite direction and in the same direction with speed. In
Figure 1 the forces on a MAV are shown.

Fig. 1. Forces on MAV
With writing the energy balance equation for MAV the constraint equation of MAV would be
gained.
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The above equation mentioned correlation between aircraft’s wing loading and Thrust loading.
In continue defined for 6 flight modes in mission. For a MAV with electric motor, simulation is
in form of Thrust loading equation (TSL /WTO) on the wing loading (WTO /S). In the following
correlation RC=Radius around, dh/dt = Ascent velocity, dv/dt= Acceleration, CLmax= Maximum
lift coefficient.
State 1: Constant altitude/speed cruise, PS=0
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State 2: Constant speed climb, PS= dh/dt
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State 3: Constant altitude/speed turn, PS = 0
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State 4: Horizontal acceleration, PS = V/g dV/dt
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State 5: Accelerated climb, PS = dh/dt + V dV/gdt
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State 6: Hand launching
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With constraint analysis performance and plotting relevant graphs, ultimately solution space to
MAV design point is determined. In Figure 2 the graph presented is a performed constraint
analysis on MAV is shown [11].

Fig .2. Constraint analyses for the IUT MAV2013
Performing the analysis and estimating the trust force, the wing area can be calculated according
the following relations.
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To evaluate different plan-forms, some standard plan-forms such as Rectangular, Zimmerman,
Inverse Zimmerman, Elliptical, Delta and Morphing are investigated to be considered as our
plan-form. After considering the volume coefficient of the vertical tail 0.6, defining the tail
place, the exact location of the elevators and aria of them, the final stage of designing had been
done. Therefore, we can determine the best airfoil according to performance using flight test.
The above stages are classified in Fig. 13 briefly. It is worthwhile nothing that in the most cases
flight test is recommended and wind tunnel test is avoided because there are more differences
between wing tunnel test used for low Reynolds numbers and flight test used in turbulent and
instable flows according to Watkins researches [12]. The result of this designing and ready for
flight test is shown in Figure 3.

Fig.3. Ready to fly tests MAV

3. EXPERIMENTAL FLYING TESTS
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Flight tests include hand lunch, increasing altitude, cruse flying and landing. Flight Tests has
been done in the condition of, Wind Velocity= 2m/s, Humidity= 5%, and Height from the
sea=1400m. Flight Test No. 1: In this Test the designed MAV has done a nose up flight, which
means the MAV has not been stabilized longitudinally. The Longitudinal behaviour of MAV has
shown in Figure 4. Flight Test No.2: In this test The MAV has shown the behavior as flight test
No.1 and it has been plotted in Figure 5.
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Fig. 4. Flight Test No. 1

Fig. 5. Flight Test No. 2

4. CONCLUSION
The methodology proposed in this research for flight tests of IUT MAV2013. The main reason
that the longitudinal behavior of MAV is Nose Up is that the static margin that has been was
entered as an input to the cycle was inappropriate. In these Flight tests the MAV data has been
gained just for the cruise mode. In these flight tests the MAV has performed the level flight
perfectly.
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